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Executive Summary
The deliverable addresses all relevant dissemination activities that were carried out in the first
year of the PERRON project, in line with the dissemination strategies envisioned in the DOW.
Dissemination of project results to the wider public, industrial stakeholders and scientific
audience have been accomplished through different channels, supported by a press release, the
project website with the logo, two oral presentations at conferences, two publications at
conferences and two journal papers. Covering a broad variety of common means of
communication, the most important pillar is the project website, serving as information point for
public interest as well as for internal communication purposes.
Exploitation of the project results during the project duration and in the two subsequent years
after the project ends will be guided by the prepared exploitation plan, which will present a
roadmap for handling intellectual property rights. First steps for exploitation have already been
taken through a collaboration between AIT DTS and Fluidtime.
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1. Introduction
This document describes the dissemination results of the first year and Perron’s next steps for
broadcasting project results. The Dissemination Report represents a strategic document of the
project, describing the general dissemination activities that are designed for the promotion of the
project by all project partners as well as outside the consortium.
The document outlines the main objectives of the project’s internal and external communication
as well as the steps to be followed in order to achieve them. Additionally, the report describes
the basic results that the consortium partners already have achieved in the first project year.
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2. Dissemination Objectives
To support dissemination activities in the early to mid stages of PERRON, an introductory
website presenting the project and its goals was created. Another leaflet and a poster will be
created later on presenting the project results as they become available. The following target
groups are addressed with PERRON’s dissemination objectives.

2.1 Target Groups
• Interested citizens (pedestrians) and the public in general.
• Political stakeholders (e.g. the representative of pedestrians of the city council in
Vienna).
• Key market players such as public transportation providers wanting to improve
pedestrian routing instructions for their customers.
• Scientific peer community in research areas of geographic information science, Human
Computer Interaction, algorithmic science, operational research, smart mobility, urban
planning and way finding.

2.2 Dissemination Activities
PERRON already has carried out dissemination activities presented in the bullet point list below
• Project logo
• Project website and social media (internal and public), please see Figure 1 and
http://perron-project.eu
• Events – Two presentations at conferences
• Collecting first materials for video about the prototype.
We are planning to create the following artifacts and carry out activities as described below
• Paper-based dissemination such as a flyer for distribution.
• Electronic and internet-based dissemination – Including a project video about the
prototype and PowerPoint presentations.
• Written dissemination – Print materials, including articles in magazines and journals,
press releases, case studies and best practices.
• Networking with different organisations and stakeholders.
• Continuing to disseminate in scientific conferences and journals in the research areas of
geographic information science, human computer interaction, smart mobility, urban
planning and way finding, algorithmic science and operational research.
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3. Dissemination Activities in the first Year
For a research project in its first year, PERRON already resulted in two publications in journals,
two publications at conferences and two oral presentations at conferences.

3.1 Special Sessions Organization
Cristina Olaverri-Monreal, Enrique Cabello (Jun. 2015) Special Session on Safety on Crossings,
Future Active Safety Technology Towards zero traffic accidents, FAST-zero 2015 Symposium,
Gothenburg, Sweden.

3.2 Peer Reviewed Publications
From the beginning of the project in October 2014 until the present time the following
manuscripts have been published:

3.2.1 Publications in Journals
Gurevsky, E., Kovalev, S., Kovalyov, M. Y. “Polynomially Solvable Structured Knapsack
Problems with Box Constraints”, under review in European Journal of Operational Research
Graser, A., & Straub, M. (2015). Improving Navigation: Automated Name Extraction for
Separately Mapped Pedestrian and Cycle Links. GI_Forum ‒ Journal for Geographic
Information Science, 1-2015, 546-556, doi:10.1553/giscience2015s546.

3.2.2 Publications in Proceedings
Schwarz, S., Sellitsch, D., Tscheligi, M., Olaverri-Monreal, C. (2015) "Safety in Pedestrian
Navigation: Road Crossing Habits and Route Quality Needs", Future Active Safety Technology
Towards zero traffic accidents, FAST-zero 2015 Symposium, Gothenburg, Sweden.
Naumann, S., Czogalla, O., Kühner, F. (2015) “A Safety Index for Road Crossing”, Future
Active Safety Technology Towards zero traffic accidents, FAST-zero 2015 Symposium,
Gothenburg, Sweden.

3.2.3 Oral Presentations at Conferences
Schwarz, S., Sellitsch, D., Tscheligi, M., Graser, A. and Olaverri-Monreal, C. (2015)
"Enhancing Navigation Systems for Pedestrians" Vienna Walk21 conference, Vienna, Austria.
Graser, A., Straub, M., Sellitsch, D., Schwarz, S., Olaverri-Monreal, C. (2015) "Why
Pedestrians are Still Stuck with Navigation Tools Designed for Cars" Vienna Walk21
conference, Vienna, Austria.
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3.3 Project Dissemination
3.3.1 Logo and Corporate Design
3.3.2 Website
http://perron-project.eu

Figure 1: Screenshot of project website
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3.3.3 Project Broadcast in public newspaper
Olaverri Monreal, C. (2015) "Auch zu Fuß den richtigen Weg finden" Interview EU-funded
Project, "Enhanced Pedestrian Routing and Navigation as well as Walkability Assessment of
Pedestrian Ways". In "Die Presse, Knowledge & Innovation", issue 30/5/2015, page 36.
http://diepresse.com/home/science/4742862/Zu-Fuss-den-richtigen-Weg-finden

3.4 First exploitation steps
The first steps to define a strategy for further exploitation of Perron are already taken. This
includes the agreement on a routing format (GeoJSON) used by all technical project partners to
communicate routes. Specifically AIT DTS and Fluidtime agreed on a long-term collaboration
where AIT DTS acts as a routing provider for Fluidtime’s products and services. This
collaboration is not only confined to research projects and already extends to commercial
projects.
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4. Summary and Outlook
This report addresses all relevant dissemination activities that were carried out in the first year
of the PERRON project, in line with the dissemination strategies envisioned in the DOW. For a
research project in its first year, PERRON already resulted in two publications in journals, two
publications at conferences and two oral presentations at conferences. The most important pillar
is the project website with the Logo and the CI, serving as information point for public interest
as well as for internal communication purposes. The project partners a planning further
publications at conferences and journals as well as producing a flyer, a video and networking
with organisations and stakeholders such as the representative of pedestrians from the Vienna
city council.
First steps for exploitation have already been taken through collaboration between AIT DTS and
FLU. Exploitation of the project results during the project duration in the three subsequent years
after the project ends will be guided by an exploitation plan, which will present a roadmap for
handling intellectual property rights.
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